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2. Study area1. Introduction & aims 3. Approaches

Soil moisture is of paramount importance in several fields of the hydrological research, but its
sampling with an acceptable spatio-temporal resolution is not an easy task.

The main objective of this work is to identify an optimization strategy of the network configuration
(i.e., the number of the measurement points and their location) to obtain the areal soil moisture
representative of a medium-sized catchment.

Fig. 1: TDR equipment.
Fig. 2: The Upper Chiascio River Basin, Umbria (central Italy) and location of the
20 experimental sites .
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5. Results4. Data & methodology

 The temporal stability concept (Vauchad et al., 1985) allows to identify the points where soil moisture values are
«representative» of the mean soil moisture of the entire area. The relative differences method is applied:

2_ Decomposition of Soil Moisture Spatial Variance
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The «representative» 
sites of the mean value
in time are characterized
by lower values of �δ𝑖𝑖
and σ(δ𝑖𝑖).

1_ Statistical and temporal stability analysis
 Let’s denote θ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 the soil moisture value recorded at i-th (i=1,…,N) site during the j-th (j=1,…,M) measurement

campaign. The main statistical characteristics in space (i.e., mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation) can
be easily calculated.

It’s necessary to look for the measurement points with lower values
of  �δ𝑖𝑖 and σ δ𝑖𝑖 they are optimal measurement points.

The remote sensing provides soil moisture data over large domains, but it requires
an accurate on-site validation, so traditional measurement techniques are still
widely used.

Time-invariant contribution
Contribution of temporal anomalies

What is the dominant contribution? 
Under what conditions?

Covariance

For this purpose, soil moisture measurements were carried out in
20 experimental sites during 23 measurement campaigns covering
a time span of more than one year (14 months). This allowed us to
observe the soil moisture behaviour during both dry and wet
periods.
The sites have been chosen based on the necessity to have
heterogeneity in terms of land use, geomorpholgy and vegetation
cover.

Fig.3 Time series of soil moisture values observed in the 20
experimental sites, with the spatial mean (the red line) and the
mean rainfall.

 First, by considering the entire dataset, statistical and
temporal stability analyses were carried out in order to
look for the experimental sites with soil moisture values
more correlated with the average of the basin and which
showed temporal stability properties (i.e., lower values
of �δ𝑖𝑖 and σ(δ𝑖𝑖));

 Finally, the decomposition of soil moisture spatial
variance was applied.

 Then, the same analyses were repeated considering
partial sets of separate data based on spatial (the
geomorphology) and temporal (dry/wet period)
criteria;
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How does seasonality affect the soil
moisture behaviour?
What characteristics should a site possess
in order to be considered as «optimal»?

During the wet period the soil
moisture is less variable than in the
dry period. Referring to the entire
dataset, site 8 is the one which
showed the most correlated values
with the average of the entire basin
and with the lowest values of �δ𝑖𝑖 and
σ(δ𝑖𝑖). In the dry period, site 8 still
shows good temporal stability
characteristics, i.e., lower values of
�δ𝑖𝑖 and σ(δ𝑖𝑖), but site 16 is the one

with the higher coefficient of
determination with the mean-
catchment soil moisture behaviour.
Finally, in the wet period, site 8 is the
most «representative» according to
both approaches used.

Fig. 4: 1) Areal mean soil moisture versus the values observed at the most representative site
considering: a) the entire dataset, b) the dry period and c) the wet one.
2) Rank ordered mean relative difference for a) the entire dataset, b) the dry period and c) the wet
one.
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Fig. 5: Correlation matrices of the observed soil moisture values in a) flat sites and b) hilly sites.

Fig. 6 Time series of contributions that determine the soil moisture spatial variance and their sum
for the entire reference period, expressed as a percentage of the total.

6. Conclusions & final remarks

In flat sites, soil moisture is less variable than in hilly sites. The average values found in flat sites
are closer to the mean values of the pilot basin. Moreover, soil moisture in flat sites is more
persistent; in fact, measurements in flat sites are positively correlated with each other over time
and significantly higher than those in hilly sites, where the correlation is good just between
adjacent measurement campaigns.

The dominant contribution to the
total spatial variance is the time-
invariant one in most cases. The
influence of temporal anomalies is
higher during dry and transition
periods. During wet periods the
landscape and soil charcteristics exert
an influence on the soil moisture
distribution larger than the contribute
of the climatic factors, which mainly
impact the anomaly term and whose
effects are maximum during transition
periods, because of the alternance of
cold and warm days.

In wet period, soil moisture is less variable in space than in dry and transition period. The
recorded values, indeed, are closer to the average of the basin during the wet period. So,
estimating the mean areal value of the whole basin just through one measurement point could
provide reliable results during wet periods, but not in dry periods, when the high variability of
precipitation and thus of soil moisture necessitates to investigate two optimal points at least.

Experimental sites located in flat areas are advantageous measuring points for observing soil
moisture values representative of the large-scale average.

Optimization of the network configuration: at the catchment scale, it might be useful to install
probes in two flat sites, that are, for this case study, site 8 and 16. in wet period, just one
optimal measurement point may be enough.

Applications: the knowledge of the mean-catchment soil moisture behaviour through a few
measurements facilitates operations like its parametrization in land surface models or the
validation of remote sensing data.

(Mittelbach and Seneviratne, 2012)
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In which site are soil moisture values more
correlated with the average of the entire area?

The rainfall data allowed the division 
between dry and wet periods.
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